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Moving In
INN's Ariel Kahane spoke with Miriam
Adler, who moved to Sa-Nur in the
Shomron with her family. "We're moving
today from Kiryat Arba to Sa-Nur, which
is located on the strategically important
Highway #60. This highway runs from
Be'er Sheva in the south, northward to
Hevron, past Jerusalem to Ofrah,
Tapuach, Shechem, and then to Jenin and
Nazareth. Sa-Nur is located near some
Arab-populated areas, including at least
one very hostile village. It's a place that the
Arabs would like to have.”
"We're not the only ones moving there,"
she said. "3 or 4 other families are moving
today, as well as some singles. By the end
of the summer we hope to reach 15
families." Miriam explained that Sa-Nur
"largely emptied out over the past two
years. It must be recalled that the northern
Shomron suffered greatly from the Oslo
War violence, and many of the residents
simply could not bear it under the daily
trauma of traveling with the threat of

shooting and bombs. We have therefore
taken it upon ourselves to renew the
community, to make sure that it is not
abandoned. We don't want to give our
enemies the pleasure of taking over this
point. Our goal is to live here just as in a
regular, normal town: we will travel when
we want, and send our children to school,
and do everything else that is done in a
regular community."
“I believe that our move is the right one, in
light of everything that is happening today.
We know today that both the right and
the left-wings are collapsing, and that
communities are liable to be given away,
and we hope that our actions will help stop
this.”

Enough Already
15 Murdered and 24 wounded from
Wednesday 's terrorist blast in Haifa. 13 of
the wounded are in "moderate" condition
and two are critical. The suicide bomber
blew himself up on a bus filled with young
boys and girls on their way home from
school.
The murderer, Shadi Kawasme, was a
student in the Arab Polytechnikum
University in Chevron, which has
produced dozens of suicide terrorist
murderers over the years.
Source: IsraelNN.com

The Only Answer
The answer that The Land of Israel belongs to the Jews benefits even the non-Jew. The
only claim which can possibly help and the one they are embarrassed to state to the
nations is the claim written in the Torah. Such an inner exile in relation to the non-Jew
has never occurred in history even outside the Land of Israel. The exile-oriented
submission before the non-Jew is expressed in everything in Chochmah, Binah, and Da’as;
and in thought, speech, and action. Lag BaOmer, 5738 1978
Those who were prepared to surrender the territories, extended the exile and postponed
the redemption for many years! The Jewish people is a chosen nation, and one must be
proud of this. The purpose of the darkness of the exile is for the Jew to scream out to the
Holy One to take them out of exile. A Jew, in essence, cannot become nullified by a
majority only non-Jews do. Motzoei Shabbos Balak, Yud-Zayin Tammuz, 5738 1978
Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel, 5738(1978)

Bombs And Toys
The Palestinian Authority generates lies
and libels about Israel both in English,
to blacken Israel’s name internationally,
(e.g. Jenin massacre story) and in
Arabic, to promote hatred of Israel
among their own population.
The newest Arabic language libel in a
report this week on PA TV was that
Israel is now making bombs and mines
designed as toys and dropping them
from airplanes in populated areas where
children play with them and are blown
up. Last year PMW reported the Arab
libel that Israel was dropping poisoned
candies from helicopters in front of
schools in order to poison children.
This new one is in that same vein.
In addition, the program restated
numerous old libels and lies, such as
Israel is planning to destroy the Al Aksa
Mosque, The Jewish holy Temple was
not on the Temple Mount in
Jerusalem, Israel desecrated the Church
of the Holy Sepulcher, and many
others.
PA TV March 3, 2003
By Itamar Marcus Pmw.org.il
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G-d Has His Own Plans
“I, as a military man, believe that the
time has come to enter into a battle of
annihilation.”
Syrian Defense Minister
Hafez al-Assad, 20 May 1967
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